Both-bone forearm fractures in children.
Treatment of both-bone forearm fractures remains a difficult dilemma for the orthopedist. We assessed the results of 33 children treated with closed reduction and a long-arm cast using traction with finger traps in neutral rotation. Patients were grouped according to age and analyzed for residual angulation and range of motion (ROM). Despite some residual angulation and loss of rotation, all patients were fully active with no functional restriction at follow up. For patients 10 years old or younger with less than 30 degrees of post-casting angulation, full ROM and minimal residual angulation on radiograph can be expected. For patients ages 11 to 15 years (the oldest patient in this series was 15), residual angulation is likely and approximately 60% of patients will have residual loss of less than or equal to 30 degrees of rotation. In spite of this, we found no evidence of functional loss at follow up. Our series supports the continued use of closed manipulation as an effective treatment in children with both-bone forearm fractures.